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Diversification strategies for private wealth advisers

A game
without
mastery

Value investor Mitch Kovitz is a
devotee of Benjamin Graham, Warren
Buffett and the imperfect science of golf

The liquid/illiquid balance
Understanding each strategy’s
benefits and drawbacks, and
getting the mix right

Alts by the numbers

Exactly how have nontraded REITs
and interval funds performed?
Here's a snapshot

Timing the market

Does market timing work?
Nine decades of market data
offers some insights
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Value investor Mitch Kovitz
is a devotee of Benjamin
Graham, Warren Buffett and
the imperfect science of golf

O

ne could easily have assumed
Mitch Kovitz had mastered the
game when he was hired by Arthur
Andersen & Co. and started his
career in an office eight floors below his father,
an executive at Rothschild Investment Corp.
The younger Kovitz would regularly trek up
the elevator to visit his father and his associates
in that Chicago office building. The younger
Kovitz had time on his hands because it was
1989 and there was a recession in progress,
triggered by the savings and loan crisis and
infamous bad actors such as Charles Keating
and excesses including a million-dollar chandelier. Working in the real estate division of
Arthur Andersen had slowed to a crawl for the
young Kovitz.
“When I visited my dad and his colleagues
we would talk about investing and then, after
a while, I said, ‘Dad, investing is what I like.
What am I doing in public accounting?’” he
recalls. “He actually wouldn’t let me come
aboard originally. It was only after I said, ‘dad,
I am turning in my resignation tomorrow
and going to become assistant controller at
Van Kampen Merritt Investments. Then he
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changed his tune, ‘You might as well come
work with me,’” he said.
Kovitz agreed to take a pay cut to join his
father at Rothschild and was given a tiny desk
wedged into his father’s office. The two men
worked together for several years, the elder
Kovitz as an adviser and portfolio manager,
the junior Kovitz as an assistant portfolio
manager to his father.
CROWDED HOUSE
Kovitz was founded in 2003 by Mitch Kovitz
and three other partners who were a self-contained group at Rothschild Investment Corp.
They had been managing money together
since 1997 and their group had expanded to
11 people while most of the groups within
Rothschild numbered only two or three people. Kovitz’s group also began using many
different investment vehicles — among them,
private equity and hedge funds, while other
Rothschild advisers limited themselves to
stocks and bonds.
“Rothschild is an umbrella organization
that houses many different investment advisers that do their own thing,” Kovitz explains.
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“It is a great place for entrepreneurs, they
don’t place a lot of limitations on you, and
you are in charge of your own business in
every way — talking to clients, reporting to
clients, managing the money, all that.”
As his group swelled in number, Kovitz says
he began to think about branching out on his
own. He went to CEO Richard Karger, also a
personal friend, and discussed his ambition to
split off his group as a standalone firm independent from Rothschild.
“While he hated to see us go, he understood
why, and they have done nicely since we left,”
he says. “We have such a good relationship
that we still talk regularly, and we actually
rented space from them in that same office for
six months post-separation.”
Today he serves as CEO and co-CIO for
the firm he co-founded.
JUMPING THROUGH HOOPS
Kovitz was born and raised in Highland Park,
about 20 miles north of Chicago. He played
for the high school basketball team and says
to this day he could have been happy with a
career as a basketball coach. He and a friend

became Chicago Bulls season ticketholders
the year before Michael Jordan was drafted
and joined the team. The Bulls glory years
ensued as Jordan, Scottie Pippen and coach
Phil Jackson teamed up to create a historic
run of six NBA championships.
“I gave up my season tickets about four
years ago; I couldn’t take it anymore,” he says,
referring to the Bulls post-Jordan descent into
mediocrity — at best.
Kovitz enrolled at the University of Illinois, from which he graduated with a master’s
degree in accounting and an emphasis on taxation. After graduation he initiated his brief
stint at Arthur Andersen & Co.
“Once I started working for Arthur
Andersen, I realized I didn’t want to work in
accounting for the rest of my life.”
Kovitz’s term at Arthur Andersen wasn’t the
best experience, except for the many relationships he formed while there. Kovitz laments
the federal government’s decision to forcibly
disband the giant accounting and consulting firm in 2002 after it was found guilty of
crimes in its auditing of Enron, an energy
company that became one of the most spec-

Kovitz by the
Numbers
Year founded
2003
Assets under management
$5 billion
Assets under advisement
$390 million
Clients
2,100 clients across the
United States, as well as
institutional/advisory
distribution such as
Envestnet, RBC Capital
Markets, LPL Financial,
Morgan Stanley
Relationship minimum
$1 million
Personnel
88 employees
(13 investment
personnel, 15 CFPs,
nine CPAs,
seven CFAs)
Offices
Four (Chicago;
Northbrook, Ill.;
Madison, Wis.;
Orange County,
Calif.)

tacular corporate failures in U.S. history was
over penalizing. (It should be noted that in
2005 the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously
reversed Arthur Andersen’s conviction based
on serious errors in the trial judge’s instructions to the jury.)
“It put a lot of good people out of work,
and a lot of my friends who had just become
partners lost a lot of money because they
bought into the firm with debt and the company went belly up,” he says. “It was just terrible.”
READING, LISTENING, THINKING
Kovitz rises between 4:30 a.m. and 5:30 a.m.
and reads The Wall Street Journal, The New
York Times and The Financial Times to stay
current on developing business news. He regularly meets or has calls with his investment
teams, each of which has three to six members. The equity, private equity and hedged
equity teams are actually located in the firm’s
suburban Highland Park office in order to
foster a quiet and thoughtful atmosphere.
The Highland Park office does not receive clients. Client meetings and other activities are
conducted in the firm’s downtown office on
LaSalle Street.
Kovitz schedules just five things per week
on his work calendar to leave copious time
for reading, listening and thinking, and being
prepared to act quickly when opportunities
arise.
“If you looked at my calendar there are very
few things on there,” he says. “I try to delegate
as much as I can to the people who run the
various businesses or advise clients, so I have
time to think about the next opportunities,
think about how we are going to better communicate to our clients, invest better for our
clients and what new strategy or vehicle we
will make available.”
His best thinking is done while taking regular five-mile walks. One of the fruits borne of
that deep contemplation time was the launching of the firm’s family office practice about
eight months ago, a practice Kovitz is personally heading — for now — to ensure the new
enterprise gets off to a successful start. Once
set on a proper course, Kovitz says he will “fall
back into the weeds” and begin working on
his next initiative.
In the meantime, Kovitz believes the new famREALASSETS ADVISER | JUNE 2020

ily office practice is going to be the firm’s growth
driver, at least during the near term, in part
because of the organization’s in-house resources.
“We have investment people in-house and
when you have that you are never subject to
allocation limitations by another entity. If
we see industrial real estate is cheap, we can
apply $200 million to industrial real estate
and invest in it directly,” he says. “This type
of investment capability, paired with our deep
team of 20-plus financial planners, are some
of the features that distinguish our family
office services division.”
But when a family or individual client

signs on with Kovitz Investment Group, they
give full control of the money, within certain
parameters, to the Kovitz team.
“We don’t take business where we have to
call the client to get permission for a particular stock, bond or other investment,” he says.
“The second thing is you have to be okay with
— and I laugh at this because it is a benefit —
we do everything in-house. We are not going
to allocate money to company A for private
equity and company B for real estate; we are
going to do the investing ourselves. The reason is because it gives us more control over
the dynamic allocation and ultimately the end

result. That way, if we want to get out, we can
get out, whereas if you allocate money to an
outside real estate fund, you get the money
back when they want to exit and not necessarily the most opportune time to exit. If they
aren’t ready to sell yet, even if the opportunity
no longer is good, they could potentially drag
out the holding period to collect additional
fees. Since these third-party real estate firms
collect management fees on the assets under
management, it is not uncommon for there to
be a conflict between the best interest of the
client and the financial interest of the investment firm.”

GETTING PERSONAL Mitch Kovitz
If you could go back in time, what would
you tell a 25-year-old Mitch Kovitz?
Think big. Don’t be afraid to apply
money, time and energy to endeavors
that have a high likelihood of helping
clients. It took me too long to figure this
out — my late 30s.
How do you like to spend your time
outside of work?
With my family, playing golf and getting
together with life-long friends
First choice for a new career?
This is an easy one: a high school basketball coach first, and teaching business
Most influential book you have read
Berkshire Hathaway annual reports
written by Warren Buffet, which taught
me business and investing in a way that
was easy to understand and resonated
with me. For leisure reading, my favorite
books are written by David McCullough,
especially his historical biographies.
What are you afraid of?
Retirement. I’ve seen firsthand those
who worked later in life tended to be
happier, more satisfied and more purposeful.
Biggest lesson learned?
In high school I learned early about
winning the battle and losing the war.
Since that time, I have been much more
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pragmatic in my dealings with others.
Best piece of career advice you ever
received?
It was from my father who taught me that
accounting is the language of business,
and that once you understand accounting
you can do almost anything you want in
business. I took the advice to heart and
earned my master’s degree in taxation
at the University of Illinois. Even though
I haven’t done any tax and accounting
work in 30 years, I use the accounting
skills I learned on a regular basis.
Favorite quotation?
George W. Bush: “If money isn’t loosened up, this sucker could go down.” This
was said during the financial crisis, after
Bush watched the $700 billion bailout
package fall apart before his eyes.
Tell us something people would be surprised to know about you.
I played tournament bridge with my
grandmother as a teen and young adult.
You’re organizing a dinner party. Which
three people, dead or alive, do you
invite?
Ben Hogan, Alexander Hamilton and
Moses.
Which historical figure do you most
identify with?
J.P. Morgan. He often said whenever

there was a big problem that had to be
solved, he brought his advisers all into
a room to hash it out. He wouldn’t let
anyone leave the room until a plan was
chosen.
Greatest extravagance?
Being an avid golfer
Biggest regret?
Whenever I don’t follow my gut
Phrase most overused in your industry?
Compelling investment
Most pronounced characteristic?
I think others would say my most
identifiable characteristics in order are
kindness, morality, good judgment, optimism, calmness.
If the most recent year were set to
music, what would be the first cut on
the soundtrack?
“Celebration” by Kool & the Gang
What book might people be surprised to
find in your bookcase or iPad?
The Plant Paradox by Stephen Gundry
How do you want to be remembered?
As a devoted husband, present father,
kind employer and someone who used
the weight of his arguments, and not
the weight of his position, to further his
objectives.

Alternatives
and real assets
at Kovitz
What alternatives and real assets has
your firm been recommending to its
clients?
We have limited our investment in
alternatives to those in which we control
the underlying vehicle. These include
two types of real estate funds and one
domestic long/short hedge fund. The
real estate funds are different from one
another in nature and structure. One
fund is diversified across four to five
categories of real estate at any one time
— multifamily, industrial, retail, hospitality and office. The other is an industrial
real estate fund that has a finite life. The
hedge fund holds a diversified portfolio
of common stocks and hedges through
a combination of individual security
options, index options and short stock,
the mix of which changes based on the
environment and circumstances.
Which specific real asset subsectors
have you been using?
Real estate only. We do not believe in
investing client equity money in vehicles
that do not generate free cash over time.
Guessing on what someone will pay us
in the future for a non-cash-generating
asset is not predictable in our opinion.
We believe the cash-generation over
time sets the value of an asset, and
hence, eventually the price.
Talk about the role of alternatives and
real assets in your clients’ portfolios.
They play a significant role in client
accounts and have for 20 years. The
hedge fund has an audited return
since 1998, and our first real estate
fund started in 2010, so we are hardly
Johnny-come-latelies to the benefit of
alternative investments. Both the real
estate funds and the hedge fund are
appropriate for nearly every accredited

investor client, and we aim for clients
to commit dollars to these vehicles in
nearly every case. For those investors
not accredited, we have a public mutual
fund that mirrors our long/short private
fund. The hedge fund hedges against
a market drop (hence client equities),
while the real estate funds under normal
circumstances pay annual distributions
of 8 percent and 5 percent, respectively,
which is very helpful in the low interest
rate world we find ourselves in for those
who depend on investment income for
living expenses.
Do you expect alternatives and real
assets to hold bigger positions in client
portfolios in the years to come?
No, as the allocation to alternatives is
already appropriate and, in our minds,
near or at a limit due to liquidity concerns. Of course, the public mutual fund
adds liquidity to our alternatives.
What are your concentration limits for
alternatives and/or real assets?
Generally speaking, our limit, depending
on the mix and the client, is around 30
percent of the equity allocation. Sometimes, for those who have heavy bond
concentrations, we will let that number
drift upward to a level that represents
20 percent of the entire portfolio. It is
important to understand that we take
the client’s total assets into account,
whether or not we manage the assets.
Therefore, as a percentage of what we
manage, these limits can go higher.
Do you see those concentration limits
changing in the future?
I do not.

CAPOX – Capital Opportunities Fund. We
are the sole manager of the fund
What illiquid alternatives and real assets
are commonly used?
The KIG real estate strategies
Do you provide separate accounts, club
deals, etc., to your firm’s individual highnet-worth clients and families? If so,
explain the basic structures used.
Yes, we do for long equity and the long/
short hedged strategy. We set up a separately managed account that mirrors the
primary fund or account.
What alternatives and real assets are
you especially optimistic about over the
next two to five years?
I am very enthusiastic about both categories of alternatives in which we play.
Volatility in the equity markets at near
all-time-high levels is providing us many
options to generate strong risk-adjusted
returns in our hedge fund complex. If
the world of the last 11 years of low
interest rates coupled with low volatility
is a thing of the past, I like our chances
moving forward. Industrial real estate,
which is a significant asset class in our
real estate complex — making up 100
percent of one fund and 35 percent of
the other — has been and very likely will
be a wonderful real estate class to be
exposed to. There is no real estate class
that is a bigger beneficiary of the growth
of the internet. Around the country,
companies are in need of warehouse
space to store goods for distribution.
Even big-box retailers need increasingly
more industrial space as they grow their
internet presence.

What liquid alternatives and real assets
are commonly used for your clients?
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A strategy that has the opportunity to be
a very lucrative one going forward, according to Kovitz, is small- to medium-size private equity investments in companies worth
between $15 million and $50 million.
“Because these businesses are generally cheaper in most market environments
and possibly even less expensive in a postCOVID-19 environment, nice returns can
be generated for clients in this asset class over
the long-term, somewhere in the high teens
or low 20s, without betting the ranch,” he
explains.
TEE TIME
When he isn’t contemplating the future, Kovitz is likely to be golfing. What does an avid
golfer in Chicago do about the city’s long,
brutal winters? One is to make trips with one
of his golfing daughters to Phoenix, a golfer’s
mecca, especially during the winter months.
Another is to buy a golf simulator so the sport
can be played year-round. Like most electronic devices, golf simulators have gotten far
more sophisticated and life-like. Kovitz calls
the simulator easily the best purchase he has
ever made, other than his home.
Purchase of that scale — or any scale —
don’t come easily for Kovitz, who has bought
used cars for many years and labels himself
a “saver,” though simply out of disinterest in
most things rather than frugality.
“I am one of those people who, before buying, asks myself, ‘am I really going to use this?
Am I really going to enjoy it?’ There are a couple of things in my life I have purchased and
enjoyed, but 80 to 90 percent of the time I
don’t make the purchase because I realize the
cost-benefit isn’t favorable.”
THE ORACLE OF OMAHA
Early in his investing career, Kovitz stumbled
across a magazine article containing some of
Warren Buffett’s thinking, advising that people should do for a living what they did for
fun from the ages of 13 to 17, as your interests
in those years of life will be the things you’re
most interested in for the rest of your life.
“That is so true,” says Kovitz. “When I was
growing up, I loved math, I loved probability
weighted wagering and I was ultra-competitive; and that is what my current job is — a
combination of all of those things.”

Buffett is one of two mentors to whom he
attributes the better part of his professional
learning, the other being his father. Though
he has never met Buffett, Kovitz has been
an inveterate reader of nearly everything
the so-called Oracle of Omaha has written,
including every annual report since the time
Buffett was 25 years old and managing money
in a small partnership. Through those writings, Kovitz says, he learned how to invest.
His father mentored him in how to operate
a business, how to train and treat colleagues,
and how to properly care for clients.
“Sometimes that means giving them advice
they don’t want to hear,” says Kovitz.
IN THIS TOGETHER
One of the principles Kovitz has adhered to
over the years is to invest in tandem with its
clients.
“We have about 23 partners now and when
you add up all the partners’ personal capital,
about 90 percent of partner liquid dollars are
invested in the exact same securities and private investments that we make available to
our clients, so we eat our own cooking. For
example, we own a roughly 6 percent position
of Google in client accounts, and I have that
same allocation across my personal accounts.”
“You walk into a major bank and you ask
how much they have invested alongside their
clients, and you are likely going to get a very
different answer. Sometimes these companies
don’t even allow you to invest in the same
things because they consider it a conflict
of interest. We say, how in the world could
there be a conflict if we are investing in the
same thing? Wouldn’t you, as a client, want
to know that if you are going to lose money,
your adviser is going to lose money right
along with you? People think funny in the
investment business.”
Asked why the firm, with an investment
bias guided by value, has such a large position
in Google, Kovitz replies at length: “Google
is a great business. They have got their main
business, obviously search, which is a virtual
monopoly, and YouTube, which is a huge
beneficiary of media’s shift to digital content.
When you add up all the various parts of their
business in a sum-of-the-parts analysis, that
value is way more than what the stock price is
trading at, somewhere around 30 percent or

40 percent more. Google is investing a lot in
money-losing operations. It has a number of
other businesses and projects, like Waymo —
the company’s autonomous vehicle division
— which is eating cash and losing money, so
when the market values Alphabet, [Google’s
holding company], they’re accounting for
those losses. We say that is ridiculous, value
them separately. Waymo may be losing money
right now, but you can’t tell me Waymo is
worth nothing or is actually a negative to
Google. Waymo is arguably well ahead of
any other competitor in autonomous driving.
One day, when autonomous driving is here,
Waymo is going to make a lot of money. If
Google put Waymo up for sale right now, or
said they were going to bring 50 percent of it
public, Waymo would probably be valued in a
range of $30 billion to $40 billion. So, to say
that Google is worse off for having Waymo
reducing their earnings is a little silly when
we know Waymo is worth billions of dollars.
That is why we like Google. When you value
Google’s businesses separately, it is worth way
more than the current stock price.”
MEANWHILE, BACK
ON THE FAIRWAY
Golf is a game you never master, according to
Kovitz, and that is part of its appeal. While it
often frustrates, once a player conquers that
frustration there is elation. He likens the sport
to investing and bridge because they are both
an imperfect science.
“In golf, it’s all about avoiding bad shots
that cost you a two-shot penalty; in investing
it’s about keeping your losses to a minimum
and having enough successes to outweigh the
mistakes,” he says.
By way of contrast, Kovitz recalls that he
exceled at bowling during his teen years to the
point where the sport ceased to be the challenge it once was.
For Kovitz, mastery begets boredom. Fortunately, he can be assured that will never

happen in the investment profession.
Mike Consol (m.consol@irei.com) is editor
of Real Assets Adviser. Follow him on Twitter @mikeconsol to read his latest postings.
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